SCELIPHRON CAEMENTARIUM (Drury), a mud daubing wasp

(Hymenoptera: Sphecidae)

E. E. Grissell

Introduction: The term mud dauber is applied to several wasps which make mud nests, but it is most commonly associated with Sceliphron caementarium (Drury). The genus Sceliphron has 3 Nearctic species, of which only S. caementarium occurs in Florida. This black and yellow, thread-waisted wasp is distinctive and often first noticed because of the mud nests which it constructs under roof eaves. In fact, the nests of S. caementarium are so commonly associated with man-made structures (bridges, barns, homes) that the natural habitat is virtually unknown. The mud dauber is a solitary wasp with one female per nest, as contrasted with hornets and yellow jackets which are social wasps generally having several to many females per nest. While these latter insects are easily provoked to sting, Sceliphron is content merely to give a few warning buzzes of its wings, although it may sting when roughly handled. G. D. Shaffer, who wrote an interesting little book, The Ways of a Mud Dauber, induced Sceliphron to feed on honey dabbed on his fingertips.

Description: S. caementarium is a large wasp, 2 to 3 cm in length. It is predominately mat black with a few yellow areas on the thorax and first tergum of the abdomen. The legs are partly yellow and the wings deep amber. It has a rather bulbous abdomen attached to the thorax by a thin petiole about equal in length to the bulbous portion (fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Adult female Sceliphron caementarium. Fig. 2: Partially completed Sceliphron nest. Fig. 3: Completed nest.

Distribution: S. caementarium occurs throughout the United States, southern Canada, Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies (Bohart and Menke, 1963). It has been introduced into Hawaii, the Marquesas, Society, Samoa, Fiji, Marshall, and Mariana Islands (Williams, 1947; Krombein, 1949), Japan, and Peru (Van der Vecht and van Breugel, 1968).

Biology: Adult wasps emerge in the spring after overwintering about 9 months as larvae or prepupae. After chewing its way out of the mud cell, the wasp spends a few days exploring and feeding upon nectar. After this period, the female mates and searches for a source of mud to begin construction of her nest. It is not uncommon to see these black and yellow wasps at mud puddles, abdomen angled upwards, gathering balls of mud in their mandibles. Several dozen trips are made from the mud source to the nest site until a cell 3-4 cm long is constructed. The female then searches for spiders, which she paralyzes with her sting and carries back to the cell. Up to 20 spiders may be stored per cell. An egg is laid on a spider near the base of the cell, and the cell is capped with a mud plug. After completion of one cell, another is begun until several have been completed and provisioned. The cells have a characteristic ridged appearance at this point (fig. 2). The entire assemblage of cells is finally coated with a thin layer of mud and smoothed over (fig. 3). Adults may live as long as 3 months, with 1 to 3 generations per year possible.

Hosts: The immature wasp develops upon spiders which the adult female finds on foliage and flowers (Rau, 1935). The exact choice of spider prey is determined largely by its habitat, abundance, size, and season (Muma and Jeffers, 1945).

Economic Importance: While mud daubers are capable of stinging, the primary objection to them lies in the realm of nuisance. Homeowners may object to the mud nests liberally plastered to
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THEIR HOMES. IF UNUSUALLY NUMEROUS, THESE NESTS MAY BE SCRAPED OFF, THUS AT LEAST PARTIALLY REDUCING THE NEXT GENERATION. IF CHEMICAL CONTROLS ARE NECESSARY, THE DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY AND NEMATOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, IFAS, RECOMMENDS A 2% CHLORDANE EC SPRAY. THIS SPRAY SHOULD BE APPLIED TO ALL SUITABLE AREAS UPON WHICH WASPS WILL BUILD THEIR NESTS. TIMING IS VERY IMPORTANT. DPI ENTOMOLOGISTS HAVE TESTED CHLORDANE AS A PREVENTIVE SPRAY FOR THE PAST 5 YEARS AND FOUND THAT A SPRAY SUFICIENT TO WET THE SURFACE, APPLIED ON OR ABOUT APRIL 1 AND JULY 15, WILL PREVENT THIS WASP FROM BUILDING ITS NESTS ON TREATED SURFACES.
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